Abstract. Weak and strong convergence of resolvents of accretive operators have been studied in this paper under different iteration schemes. In particular for an accretive operator A, the inclusion 0 € Ax has been solved. Applying this result, we have found the solution of equation x + Bx = / where B is a Lipschitzian accretive operator.
Introduction
Let E be a real Banach space and C a closed convex subset of E. Let A C E x E be an accretive operator and J T = (J + rA)~l for r > 0. In this paper, we want to solve the inclusion 0 G Ax through weak and strong convergence of resolvents of the accretive operators A. A well-known way is:
(1) XQ = x € E, x n+ i = J Tn x n , n = 0,1,2, where {r n } is a sequence of positive real numbers. The convergence of the iteration scheme (1) in case of Hilbert spaces was studied by Brezis and Lions [1] , Lions [7] , Pazy [10] and Rockafellar[ll] . In Banach spaces the problem was carried out by Bruck and Passty [3] , Bruck and Reich [4] and Jung and Takahashi [6] among others. On the other hand for nonexpansive mappings T, Halpern [5] introduced the following iteration scheme:
(2) xo = x e E, x n+ i = a n x + (1 -a n )Tx n , n = 0,1,2, And Mann's iteration scheme [8] is as follows:
(3) XQ = x 6 E, x n +i = a n x n + (1 -A n )Tx n , n = 0,1,2,....
We intend to study, under certain conditions, the following scheme for strong convergence xq = x E C, x n+ i = a n x + (1 -a n )y n , y n G C, for all n -0,1,2,... Un ~ Jr n X-n, llVn ^T n X n \\ < 6 n , For weak convergence theorem, we shall exploit the following scheme: xq = x E C, x n +1 = a n x n + (1 -a n )y n , y n G C, for all n = 0,1, 2,... y n ~ Jr n Xni WVn Jr n Xn\\ ^ £n>
We shall apply our strong convergence theorem to solve the equation x + Bx = f where B is a Lipschitzian accretive operator.
Preliminaries and notation
Let E' be the dual of the Banach space E. Let I denote the identity operator on E. The value of y G E' at x G E will be denoted by (x, y). We also denote by J, the duality mapping of E into 2 E> , defined as for all x G R(I + rA) and ||A r x|| < inf{||y|| : y G Ax} for all x G D(A) n R(I + rA). A is said to satisfy the range condition if D(A) C R(I+rA) for each r > 0. We also know that for an accretive operator satisfying the range condition, = F(J r ) the set of fixed points of J r for all r > 0. An accretive operator is said to be m-accretive if R = E for all r > 0. A is said to be Lipschitzian if there exists a constant k such that \\Ax -Ay\\ < k\\x -y\\ for all x,y G D(A).
A Banach space E is said to satisfy Opial's condition [9] if for any sequence {x n } converging weakly to x in E , we have limsup \\x n -x|| < limsup ||:r n -y|| n-+00 n->oo for all y G E with y^i. Let U = {x G E : ||x|| = 1}. The norm of E is said to be uniformly Gateaux differentiable if for each y € U, the limit t-> 0 t exists uniformly for x 6 U. In such a case E is said to be smooth. We also know that a closed, convex subset C of E is said to have fixed point property for nonexpansive mappings if every nonexpansive mapping of C into itself has a fixed point in C. The following theorem proved by Takahashi and Ueda [14] will be useful. 
Weak convergence of resolvents
We start with a result due to Schu [12] .
LEMMA 1. Let E be a uniformly convex Banach space and let 0 < b < tn < c < 1 for any n = 0,1,2,.... Let {xn} and {yn} be two sequences in E satisfying limsup^^ ||a;n|| < a, lim sup^^ ||j/n|| < a and lim"_oo \\tnxn + (1 -tn)yn|| = a for a> 0. Then we have lim^oo ||xn -y"|| = 0.
We have proved the following simple but useful result.
LEMMA 2. If {x"} is any bounded sequence in a real Banach space E then limn_>oo ||Jr"®n -JrJr"xn\\ = 0 where r > 0 and {rn} C (0, oo) such that rn -» oo as n -* oo.
Proof.
\\Jrn%n •^r-A'n^nll = ^H-^r J7-n2-n|| ^ r|j4J7-nXn| < R 11 ATn XN 11 = r 0 as rn -y oo.
We are now in a position to prove the following lemma which bears crucial importance.
LEMMA 3. Let E be a uniformly convex Banach space, A C E x E an accretive operator and C a closed convex subset of E such that D(A)cCc f]R(I + rA). r> 0
Let {xn} be a sequence in C defined as 
By induction, we get
That is n+m 
Proof. Let 0 G R(A).
Then as in Lemma 3, lim^oo ||x n -z\\ exists for all z G .i4 -1 0. We prove that {x n } has a unique weak subsequential limit in A~10. Let u and v be weak limits of the subsequences {x ni } and {x nj } of {x n }, respectively. We claim that u = v G A~10. 
71-> OO
This again leads to a contradiction and hence the proof.
•
Strong convergence of resolvents
This section is devoted to the study of strong convergence of resolvents of accretive operators.
THEOREM 3. Let E be a uniformly convex Banach space with a uniformly Gâteaux differentiable norm and Ac E x E an accretive operator. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of E such that D(A)cCc f]R(I + rA).

r>0
Let {x n } be a sequence in C defined as
x n+ i = a n x + (1 -a n )y n , y n € C, for all n = 0,1,2,..., y n rH J rn X n , ||y n ^ where { 0 < an < 1, an 0, an = oo, {r n } C (0,oo), rn -• oo, {en}c(0,oo), E~=0en< oo.
IfA^O ± <t> then {x n } converges strongly to z € A 0 as n -• oo.
Proof. Define z t = Jtx, t > 0. Then by Theorem 1, for each x € C, z = limt_oo Jtx exists and belongs to A _1 0. We prove that {x n } converges strongly to this 2. For this we first show that {ï"} and {y n } are bounded. 
71->00 Thus it suffices to prove that
n-* oo
Accretiveness of A now guarantees that
That is to say, Then because E has a uniformly Gâteaux differentiable norm, we have limsup(a; -z, J(Jrnxn -z)) < 0. n->oo As a result, we discover that (8) limsup(a; -z, J(xn -z)) < 0. n-• oo Now we show that {xn} converges strongly to z. Since
then we have
This implies
for all n = 0,1,2,... where 5n = e 2 + 2e n ||x n -z||. Let e > 0. By (8), there exists a natural number m such that
for all n > m. Then lkn+1 -2|| 2 < ¿n + ectn + (1 -a n )||x n -z|| 2 so that \\xn+m ~ Z|| 2 < (1 -a n+m _i)||x n+m _i -z|| 2 + (1 -(1 -a n+m _i))e + 5 n +m-i < (1 -a n+m _i)((l -a n+m _2)||x" +m -2 -z\\ 2
+(1 -(1 -an+m-2))e + ¿n+m-2) + (1 -(1 -an+m-i))e + 5n+m-1
< (1 -a n+m _i)(l -an+m_2)||o;n+m_2 -z|| 2 + (1 -(1 -a n+m _i)(l -an+m_2))e + ¿n+m-l + ¿n+m-2
because (nK _1 (l " «*)) e>0. Hence by 0^ = 00 and E£=o*»<°°> we get limsup ||xn -z\\ 2 = limsup ||xn+m -z\\ 2 < e. n-»00 n-t 00
Since e > 0 is arbitrary so {xn} converges strongly to z € j4 -1 0.
• Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of E with a uniformly Gâteaux differentiable norm and let T be a nonexpansive mapping from C into itself. If A = I -T then A is accretive and satisfies D(A) cCc fV>o + see Takahashi [13] . Putting A = I -T in Theorem 3, we get the following corollary. Then for some j 6 J(xi -X2), j) 
= llxi -®2|| 2 + <Bxi -B®2, J") >0.
Next, we prove that D(A) c fV>o + r A)-For this we show that A is m-accretive, that is, R(I + rA) = E. To this end, it is sufficient to prove that A is Lipschitzian. Let x, y € D(A). Then This shows that A is Lipschitzian. Now A is Lipschitzian and accretive operator so by Browder [2] , A is m-accretive. Thus all the conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied, so by its conclusion {x n } converges strongly to z € j4 -1 0. That is to say, {xn} converges strongly to z with Az = 0 which means z + Bz -f = 0. Consequently, 2 becomes a solution of x + Bx = f. It must be noted over here that since B is a Lipschitzian accretive operator it is m-accretive and so again by Browder[2] , the solution of x + Bx = / does exist.
Lastly, we prove the uniqueness of the solution z. Let w be another such solution. Then (9) z -w + Bz -Bw = 0.
Since B is accretive so there exists j € J(z -w) such that This unveils ||z-HI 2 < 0 and hence z = w. This completes the proof.
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